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Abstract 
Central Montana’s Devil’s Basin is the home of the first wildcat well in Montana. 
However, numerous operators have failed to recover economic oil reserves in the nearly 100-
year history of the play. Analysis of the geologic conditions within the Devil’s Basin leads to a 
modern understanding of the charge, reservoir, and trap potentials of the greater Devil’s Basin 
petroleum play. Primary focus within the play is the Heath and Tyler Formations. Evaluation of 
previous exploration guides the end narrative of recommendations to direct future production in 
the Devil’s Basin. 
A representative geologic model describing the southeastern portion of the Devil’s Basin 
anticline helped identify whether previous exploration/drilling was on target. Further 
examination into completion strategies and production values drive the failure analysis. Based on 
this study, we believe the Devil’s Basin is not suitable for economic oil development. Thermal 
immaturity and the large quantities of water produced with little oil to show for it suggest that 
time, money, and effort be concentrated farther east in the neighboring Sumatra fields which 
produce out of the Heath. 
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Glossary of Terms 
Term Definition 
Conformable  Rock or sediment strata that were deposited either adjacent to each other or 
in vertical sequence without interruption by a disruptive or altering process 
such as erosion or folding. 
 
Unconformable Rock strata consisting of a series of younger strata that do not succeed the 
underlying older rocks in age or in parallel position, as a result of a long 
period of erosion or non-deposition. 
 
Orogeny A process in which a section of the earth's crust is folded and deformed by 
lateral compression from tectonic movement to form a mountain range. 
 
Laccolith A geologic intrusion injecting between layered sedimentary beds. Due to 
extreme pressure and temperature, this intrusion causes the uplift of the 
surface sediments creating a gentle mountain. 
 
Sabkha Facies Wide area of coastal ﬂats bordering a lagoon, where evaporites, dominated 
by carbonate–sulphate deposits, are formed. It is named after such an area 
on the Trucial coast of Arabia.  
 
Argillaceous Applied to rocks, which are silt- to clay-sized sediments (grain size less 
than 0.0625mm in diameter). They account for more than 50% of 
sedimentary rocks and most have a very high clay mineral content. Many 
contain a high percentage of organic material and can be regarded as 
potential source rocks for hydrocarbons. 
 
Charge A combination of hydrocarbon generating source rocks and carrier beds, 
which permit migration of hydrocarbons into fields and prospects. 
 
Reservoir A rock formation capable of storing and flowing hydrocarbons at a 
potentially economic rate. 
 
Trap A rock formation that stops the natural migration of hydrocarbons to 
surface, resulting in it collecting in a reservoir which can then be exploited. 
 
Neritic The near-shore, marine zone extending from the low-tide level to a depth of 
200m. It is the area most populated by organisms, due to the penetration of 
sunlight to these shallow depths 
 
 
*Geologic definitions from Chariot Oil & Gas, 2018 and Allaby, 2008* 
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1. Introduction  
The Devil’s Basin is located in the heart of central Montana. It is the site of the first 
wildcat well in Montana, drilled in 1919 and completed in 1921 (Knapp, 1956). Central Montana 
is no stranger to economic hydrocarbon development as the Sumatra fields to the East of our 
study area have proven oil reserves and are currently producing. The primary target and the focus 
of this report is the Devil’s Basin. The Devil’s Basin (Figure 1) is in Musselshell County of 
central Montana and has an associated structural feature: the Devil’s Basin anticline. The main 
petroleum target of the basin is the Heath Formation. The Heath Formation is a middle to late 
Mississippian unit within of the Big Snowy Group. The Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology 
(MBMG) and United States Geological Society (USGS) have published multiple reports into the 
oil potential of the area with work done by (Reeves, 1921); (Knapp, 1956); (Roberts, 1967); 
(Derkey, 1985); and (Maughan, 1989). All with differing opinions, but one theme is common: 
there is oil in the basin. Analysis of the geologic conditions during Big Snowy Group deposition 
begin to provide insights into why wells have failed in the Devil’s Basin and why central 
Montana is not more economically productive.  
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Figure 1: Central Montana’s Devil’s Basin oil play satellite image. 
  
 Reeves was the first to investigate the Devil’s Basin and to “discuss some of the oil-field 
problems and the future oil possibilities of the area” (Reeves, 1921). In Reeves report, he groups 
the Big Snowy Group (Otter, Kibbey, and Heath Formations) in the Quadrant Formation. The 
Big Snowy Group would later be so-named from the nearby Snowy Mountains. Reeves’ 
stratigraphic section shown in Figure 2 describes the geology seen just north of our study area. 
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Figure 2: Stratigraphic Section of Reeves description of Musselshell County Geology (Reeves 1921). 
  
 Reeves unknowingly referred to the Big Snowy Group within his report noting a “marked 
unconformity” in the Quadrant Formation, which would later become the top of the Heath 
Formation. He goes on to state that “In a few wells within the Devil’s Basin, oil has been 
obtained in a thin calcareous sandstone occurring 500 to 600 feet below the top of the formation” 
(Reeves, 1921).     
Reeves work was the first of many to begin characterizing the classic petroleum geology 
concepts of Charge, Reservoir, and Trap to assess the oil accumulation potential associated with 
the area. Derkey’s 1985 report included an economic assessment of the petroleum potentials of 
the Devil’s Basin and Heath sourced reservoirs. Her work highlighted oil yield of cores from the 
Heath and an oil-shale approximation of 0.32 billion barrels (Derkey, 1985). An evaluation 
conducted in 2009 by Great Northern Gas Company estimates that the “Heath sourced potential 
is ~107,000,000 BO from 43 different fields” spread out among the central Montana area (Great 
Northern Gas Company, 2009). These conclusions drawn from Reeves and Derkey, among 
numerous others, all point to one thing: there is oil potential in the Devil’s Basin. 
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This report begins with an assessment of the oil potential of central Montana Devil’s 
Basin with insights into geology, structure, and previous petroleum explorations. A short 
summary of the drilling failures from the play shows just how difficult the play is with only 49 
wells currently producing of 1413 total wells drilled. A corresponding geologic model describes 
a representative section of the Big Snowy Group within the Devil’s Basin and ties in previous 
exploration successes and failures. The pairing of the model and study area investigation helps 
identify and expand upon some of the failure mechanisms (geologic interpretation/identification, 
well targeting, completion strategy) associated with previous petroleum-explorations in the 
Devil’s Basin of Musselshell County Montana.  
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1.1. Study Question 
Why have previous wells drilled within the Devil’s Basin failed to recover economic 
quantities of oil? What are the associated failure mechanisms in the geological analysis and 
wellbore execution? 
1.2. Study Question Objective 
The strategy for evaluating and answering these questions will come in the form of a 
practical geologic model of the Devil’s Basin. To create this model, all viable wells within the 
study area were incorporated into the modeling program, Petrel. After data processing, a 
selection of wells within the most data dense region were selected and expanded upon. The 
selected wells were used in conjunction with associated well logs to identify geologic horizons 
and highlight important petroleum boundaries. An analysis of the completion strategies as well 
as the drilling plans helped establish patterns of thought and identify weaknesses in the well 
development strategy. The wellbore analysis coupled with the geologic model blended both the 
idea of a geologic subsurface description and petroleum analysis to identify weak spots or 
knowledge gaps. The study concludes with an assessment of the Devil’s Basin oil production 
potential and recommendations for future development within the play. 
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2. Devil’s Basin Geologic and Petroleum History 
Exploring the literature involving the Big Snowy Group and the greater central Montana 
petroleum play began with an overview of the study area and then opened up to the geologic 
history of the area. An understanding of the geology-in-place facilitated the analysis of the 
previous exploration, drilling, and production of the play. 
2.1. Defining the Study Area 
The Devil’s Basin is one part of a greater petroleum play in the Big Snowy Trough of 
central Montana. The Devil’s Basin is an area located approximately 14 miles north of Roundup, 
MT (Figure 3). The city of Roundup, MT is in Musselshell County and has a population of 
approximately 1,857 (US Census Bureau, 2017). The Devil’s Basin covers roughly 25,000 acres. 
The Devil’s Basin anticline (Figure 4) has 750 feet of surface closure with an approximate dip of 
35 degrees to the SE (Shepherd, 2007).   
The Big Snowy Group is regionally isolated to the Big Snowy Trough (Figure 5) located 
just north of Billings. The Big Snowy Trough is located in the Montana counties of Golden 
Valley, Musselshell, Treasure, Wheatland, and parts of Yellowstone and Rosebud Counties. The 
area is described as barren and sparsely vegetated substrates with less than 10% plant cover. The 
ecological system is founded on eroded, rounded hills and plains that form a rolling topography 
(Luther, 2017). The area also has nearby mining activity with the Signal Peak Coal Mine (City of 
Roundup, 2016). 
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Figure 3: Study area identification with satellite image of the Devil's Basin well-cluster area (Edited from 
(Derkey, 1985)). 
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Figure 4: Devil’s Basin geologic map of the Musselshell 30’ x 60’ Quadrangle (Edited from Wilde, 1999). 
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Figure 5: Big Snowy Trough extent throughout Montana into the Dakotas (Edited from Guthrie, 1984). 
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2.2. Tectonics of Central Montana 
The geologic history of the area and more specifically the Big Snowy Group within the 
Big Snowy Trough all contribute to the nature of the charge, reservoir, and trap potentials of the 
Devil’s Basin petroleum play. Figure 6 shows the regional structure associated with the Big 
Snowy Trough. A zoomed-in structure map of the Big Snowy Trough and greater central 
Montana petroleum play can be found in the Appendix Figure 1. The Big Snowy Group 
experienced late Mississippian tectonism with two high angled reverse thrusts bounding on both 
the north and south parts of the Trough (Appendix Figure 1). The deposition of the Big Snowy 
Group (with the invasion of the Big Snowy Sea) and then subsequent erosion due to the thrusts 
forcing the region above water line, aided in the erosional contact between the top of the Heath 
and unconformably overlain Tyler Formation. This erosional surface is one of the key trapping 
and sealing features within the Big Snowy Trough. The oil generated in the Heath either migrates 
and is trapped through the unconformable Heath geology or migrates through the localized 
structural features into the unconformably overlain Tyler Formation above the Heath. 
Reeves describes the Judith Mountains (west of the study area) as “eroded clusters of 
laccolithic intrusions” with structural heights of 5,000 feet (Reeves, 1921). These intrusions 
(post-deposition) provided heat to the subsurface to allow for oil generation in the area. Farther 
east within the Big Snowy Trough, the neighboring Sumatra field sits atop the Porcupine dome 
and feels the effect of the Sumatra syncline and the eastern most extent of the Cat Creek fault. 
The Sumatra field and Heath sourced oil is considerably deeper stratigraphically (around 4500 
feet) than the Devil’s Basin Big Snowy Group Heath sourced oil (around 2500 feet). The Devil’s 
Basin study area is located directly south of the center of the Cat Creek Fault in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Central Montana Structure and Geologic Feature map with identification of study area (Edited 
from Maughan, 1989). 
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2.2.1. Devil’s Basin Tectonics 
Localized faults are concentrated along the crest of the primary axis shown in Figure 7 of 
the Devil’s Basin Anticline where the most deformational stress has occurred. These localized 
faults are the focus of associated secondary porosity/permeability zones in primary targets of 
recent workovers (Great Northern Gas Company, 2009) for enhanced producivity.  
Post-Big Snowy Group deposition during the upper Mississippian period, shows the area 
getting an eastward slanting structure (Reeves, 1921) from the uplift of the Willow Creek and 
Cat Creek faults bounding the Big Snowy Trough (Figure 7 and Appendix Figure 1). This is 
supported from the deepening of the Big Snowy Group observed in the Sumatra fields to the 
east. Generated stream channels seen within the lower Tyler sandstones are the product of the 
alluvial valleys associated with the development of the Judith Mountains southwest of the 
Devil’s Basin and is associated from subsequent runoff during seasonal melts. These sandstones 
were used in local Tyler identification on corresponding well logs and act as a potential oil 
reservoir. 
 
Figure 7: Study Area identification (Derkey, 1985). 
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The Willow Creek fault observed southwest of the Devil’s Basin Anticline exhibits 
similar properties of the Devil’s Basin anticline. These laccolithic intrusions generated en 
èchelon elliptical uplifts with axes trending N 35° - 55° E throughout the area (Reeves, 1921).  
Both the Cat Creek fault to the north and the Willow Creek Fault to the South are orientated 
approximately N 50° - 60° W. The Willow Creek Fault is a high angled reverse fault exhibiting 
1000 feet of displacement with the upside on the north end. The Willow Creek Fault shows a left 
lateral strike-slip movement of about 5 miles and a maximum dip of 60° reaching the basement 
rock of the area during the Laramide Orogeny. The Cat Creek Fault dips much less at 
approximately 20° (Reeves, 1921). The orientation of the Devil’s Basin anticline within the 
study area (shown in Figure 8) shows that the southern limb of the anticline has a steep drop-off 
stratigraphically and the northern limb has a much gentler slope to the affected geology post-
tectonism (Knapp, 1956). Figure 8 corresponds to the geologic quadrangle in Figure 4 of section 
2.1. The designation A to A’ is shown accordingly in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 8: Cross-Section of Devil's Basin anticline with geologic unit identification (Edited from Wilde, 1999). 
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2.3. Stratigraphy of Central Montana 
The geologic strata of the Big Snowy Trough are unique to central Montana. Erosional 
cycles erased the Big Snowy Group outside of the central Montana trough. Inspection of the 
stratigraphic column, seen in Figure 9 for the Little Belt and Big Snowy Mountains, reveals 
multiple geologic patterns. The most important being missing geologic stratigraphy, also known 
as unconformities. These unconformities are attributable to the erosional cycles the basin has 
undergone. These geologic gaps -or unconformities- in the data help drive the analysis of our 
charge, reservoir, and trap theory for the play. The unconformities help facilitate the trapping 
stratigraphy overlying the reservoir and charge units seen locally within the study area. The 
petroleum picture for the study area is driven by identification of certain geologic units. For 
example, the Tyler Formation, which unconformably overlies the Heath, has been identified as a 
potential reservoir for the study area while the overlying Alaska limestone acts as a flow-trap.  
15 
 
Figure 9: Central Montana Stratigraphic Column (Edited from Maughan 1989). 
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2.4. Mississippian Geology 
The Mississippian period of geology lasted from 359 million years ago (MYA) to 300 
MYA. The depositional environments of the previous Devonian period with the intrusion of the 
Big Snowy Sea (Figure 10) continued into the Mississippian period. Receding shore lines at the 
end of the Chesterian stage mixed with variable water levels throughout the basin helped shape 
the siliclastic and carbonate rocks seen within the lower Mississippian period (Otter and Kibbey 
Formations) and ultimately drive the Devil’s Basin petroleum picture. The Mississippian section 
of the Maughan 1989 stratigraphic column depicts the Amsden and Big Snowy Groups.  
 
Figure 10: Stratigraphic Column of the Big Snowy and Amsden Groups (Edited from the Montana Bureau of 
Mines and Geology, 1963). 
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2.5. Big Snowy Group Geology 
In the middle to Late Mississippian time, approximately 330 MYA to 322 MYA, 
deposition of the Big Snowy Group began. Evidence of the transgressing Big Snowy Sea is 
shown (Figure 11) at approximately 325 MYA.  
 
Figure 11: Big Snowy Sea in the late Mississippian showing the depositional environment experienced by the 
Big Snowy Trough (Blakey, 2018). 
 
Sequences of alternating uplift and erosional cycles post-deposition of the Big Snowy 
Group helped create the Big Snowy Trough that feeds into the Williston Basin in eastern 
Montana and the western Dakotas (Figure 5). The Big Snowy Group’s extent spatially is 
bounded on the western edge between modern day Helena and Three Forks, Montana (Scott, 
1935) seen in Figure 12. The southern edge (of the eventually uplifted and exposed Big Snowy 
Group) was close geographically to Three Forks, Montana. The northern extent of the Big 
Snowy Group is just south of Great Falls.  
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Figure 12: Map of the Big Snowy Group and Heath Formation extent in central Montana (Derkey 1985). 
 
The Big Snowy Group is comprised of three formations deposited in the Late 
Mississippian epoch. The unconformity that developed between the Madison group and the 
overlying Big Snowy Group came during a period of erosion when the landmass was briefly 
above the Big Snowy Sea topographically (Derkey, 1985). The subsequent invasion of the Big 
Snowy Sea during the erosional cycle of the Madison group denotes the first depositional period 
within the first Big Snowy Group sequence - The Kibbey Formation. 
2.5.1. Kibbey Formation 
The Kibbey Formation is identified by its grayish-red siltstone, shale, and sandstone with 
interbedded layers of limestone and anhydrite (Figure 13). The Kibbey is a coarse clastic unit 
deposited in intertidal to subtidal environments along the eastward advancing “Big Snowy” sea 
(Great Northern Gas Company, 2009). The most widespread and consistent formation of the Big 
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Snowy Group, the Kibbey is approximately 150 feet thick (Roberts, 1967) with variations in 
thickness locally and stretches from central Montana east to the Williston Basin. 
 
Figure 13: Stratigraphic column of Kibbey Formation in central Montana (Edited from Guthrie, 1984). 
 
2.5.2. Otter Formation 
The next formation, conformably overlying the Kibbey within the Big Snowy Group, is 
the Otter Formation. The Otter Formation “is characterized and identified by its predominately 
greenish-gray shale layers with interbedded dolomite, thin sandstone layers, local gypsum layers 
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and thin beds of stromatolitic and oolitic limestone” (Gilmour, 1979). The Otter limestone is 
more prevalent of the Big Snowy Group. The carbonate rich rocks of the Otter mark a change 
from the coarse clastic deposits (shallow sea environment) of the Kibbey to a marine 
environment (deeper ocean/sea environment). The Kibbey was deposited in intertidal and 
shallow subtidal conditions but the presence of oxidized dolomite throughout the Otter suggests 
periods of intermitted exposure (Gilmour, 1979). The Otter is approximately 425 feet thick 
(Roberts, 1967) in the Big Snowy Mountains and thins considerably to the north and southern 
edges of the Big Snowy Group depositional trough. 
2.5.3. Heath Formation 
The Heath Formation is the final unit of the Big Snowy Group. The Heath Formation is 
dominated by laminated and massive interbedded dark gray to black marine petroliferous 
limestone and mudstone/shale and variable beds of gypsum, coal and dolomite. Finely 
disseminated pyrite can be found within the Heath along with oolites spread variably (Derkey, 
1985). The Heath shale was deposited in calm, oxygen-poor environments in the Big Snowy 
Trough. Towards the edges and western flank of the Big Snowy Trough (Figure 12), the Heath 
was deposited in a shallower, higher energy depositional environment that was conducive to 
accumulation of well-washed bio-clastic debris (Gilmour, 1979). The Heath ranges in thickness 
throughout the study area and throughout the Big Snowy Trough due to post-deposition erosion 
cycles. Just south of the nearby Judith Mountains the Heath was recorded at a thickness of 163 
feet and directly north of Roundup, it was 290 feet (Derkey, 1985).  
Throughout the exploration history of the Heath, the characteristic black shale has always 
been recognized as an easily identifiable geologic marker. These black shales hint at the 
depositional environments of a deep sea with a strong organic presence but little oxygen seen in 
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Heath deposition. The Forestgrove member of the Heath is an exception to the anaerobic trend. 
The Forestgrove member seen in Figure 14 has its limits stratigraphically within Montana just 
west of Glendive (Derkey, 1985). The Forestgrove Member and the lower fossiliferous Heath 
sections are known locally as the “Lower Van Duzen Limestone”. This geologic section is 
described by its deposition in biologically productive, deeper neritic environments (Maughan 
1984). The beginning of the Forestgrove Member stratigraphically is denoted by the Potter Creek 
coal bed, the coal bed is variable in thickness, around 0.5 feet thick. The coal itself is described 
“as dull to shiny black, parallel laminated, containing local mudstone lenses” (Derkey, 1985). 
The coal bed is overlain by the typical Heath black shale and variable gypsum veinlets. 
 Approximately 5 feet above the Potter Creek coal bed, the Cox Ranch oil shale bed 
occurs. The Cox Ranch oil shale unit is a 3.5 to 10.5 feet thick oil and metal-rich black shale unit 
within interbedded shale and limestone (Derkey, 1985). The upper and lower contacts of the Cox 
Ranch shale units are defined indiscriminately within the shale and limestone unit section of the 
Forestgrove member shown in Figure 14. These interbedded layers consist of black calcareous 
shale with black laminated to massive limestone. This entire unit is approximately 40 feet in 
thickness and contains laminations, lenses, and disseminations of fine-grained pyrite (Derkey, 
1985). The Cox Ranch shale unit is identified as the unit responsible for the petroleum charge of 
the Devil’s Basin. 
The final section of note within the Forestgrove member of the Heath Formation is the 
Loco Ridge Gypsum bed. This bed is 18 to 24 feet thick gypsum and limestone unit conformably 
overlying the shale and limestone unit. The gypsum bed contains white to grayish black, massive 
to laminated gypsum interbedded with limestone (Derkey, 1985). Thin dolomite flat-pebble 
conglomerates identify the upper and lower contacts of the Loco Ridge gypsum bed. An 
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explanation of the depositional environments necessary for the generation of coal and gypsum 
beds seen in the Heath Formation point to a shallowing, more spatially restrictive depositional 
environment (like a swampy inland area) due to marine regression or tectonic uplift like the 
receding Big Snowy Sea (Maughan 1984).   
 
Figure 14: Stratigraphic Column of the lower Heath Formation and Forestgrove Member (Derkey, 1985). 
 
The lower contact of the Heath and the start of the Otter Formation is arbitrarily placed at 
the first occurrence of green shale or mudstone. The upper-contact with the unconformably 
overlain Tyler Formation is usually set at the base of the lowest sandstone unit overlying the 
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black shale of the Heath Formation (Derkey, 1985). Post-Heath deposition, an erosion event 
occurred with the Big Snowy Sea withdrawing from the Big Snowy Group area of deposition. 
The subsequent erosion event took up to 150 feet of relief from the top-most Heath Formation of 
the Big Snowy Group. This event is the cause of the disconformity directly overlying the Big 
Snowy Group and the corresponding Heath Formation.  
2.6. Pennsylvanian Geology 
Looking back to our regional geology stratigraphic column in Section 2.3, Figure 9 
shows the unit unconformably overlying the Heath Formation is the Tyler Formation. The Tyler 
Formation is the first unit in the Amsden Group. The Amsden Group is widespread throughout 
the local basin, and is more prevalent farther east in the Big Snowy Trough. The Tyler Formation 
comprises strata that “transition from fluvial channel sediments within floodplain deposits in the 
lower sections to sequences of deltaic facies, lagoonal shore faces and delta-front sands into 
intertidal deposited muds within the upper sections” (Maughan 1984). The Tyler Formation itself 
is identified by its light colored and hematite (red) stained sandstone lenses separated vertically 
and horizontally by mudstone and shale that are predominately gray or black (in the lower 
sections) and red/maroon in the upper sections (Derkey, 1985). The Tyler was deposited during 
marine transgression into the tectonically formed Big Snowy trough. The Tyler Formation is 
unconformably overlying the Heath and acts as a reservoir and flow trap for the Heath sourced 
oil generation within the Devil’s Basin. The upper most units of the Tyler, the mudstones and 
shales, acts as a trap while the lower sandstone units acts as the reservoir. Although not within 
the Big Snowy Group, the Tyler Formation plays a role in the assessment of the Charge, 
Reservoir, and Trap potentials of the basin. 
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The Pennsylvanian and Mississippian periods are of great interest to geologists and 
petroleum enthusiasts due to the oil generation and trapping potentials within the Big Snowy 
Trough. The thinking is that the Heath reservoir -the Cox Ranch oil shale- (charge) allows for 
small pockets of oil to migrate using the anticlinal generated secondary porosity/permeability to 
conglomerate in the unconformably overlain Tyler Formation (reservoir). Then the geology of 
the impermeable upper Amsden Group (trap) seen immediately above the Tyler Formation 
allows oil to accumulate in appreciable amounts. The challenge is to identify, correctly target, 
and execute a well plan to access this oil accumulation.  
2.7. Oil Occurrence in the Devil’s Basin  
Laboratory testing of the Forestgrove and Cox Ranch oil shale members of the Heath, 
produced oil yield, total organic carbon, and vitrinite reflectance data. The oil yield test known as 
the Fischer Assay (ASTM D-3904-80) for the Cox Ranch shale unit (at an average thickness of 
6.2 feet) yielded a weighted average oil yield of 10.4 gallons per short ton (Derkey, 1985).  
The total organic carbon test values obtained using the ASTM standard D-3178-73 were 
plotted to compare the values obtained from the Fischer assay yield test. The total organic carbon 
values for the samples varied between 5.5 to 19.9 weight percent of the entire 1,224 feet of 
vertical core sent for testing (Derkey, 1985). 
The final test, Vitrinite reflectance, is a technique for determining the level of thermal 
maturity of sedimentary rocks (Derkey, 1985). Twelve samples from local coal and oil shale 
beds were tested using ASTM D-2797-72 testing procedures. The average Vitrinite reflectance 
values ranged from 0.49 to 0.83% Ro. Within the Cox Ranch Oil shale window Ro, values of .49 
to .55% were reported (Derkey, 1985). These values obtained for the Cox Ranch oil shale are 
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right on the boundaries of thermal oil maturity (.6 to 1.1% Ro) (Brister, Stephens, & Norman, 
2002). These data suggest the area is somewhat thermally immature.  
In summary of Derkey’s testing, the shale-oil resource of the Heath Formation, the Cox 
Ranch oil shale bed is estimated to be 0.32 billion barrels (Derkey, 1985). This value was 
obtained from an average thickness calculation of the Cox Ranch shale of 6.2 feet with a 
weighted average oil yield of 10.4 gallons per short ton. The inclusion of additional area not 
tested for the presence of the Forestgrove member but containing Heath Formation expands the 
oil-shale resources in place to around 7 billion barrels over a 2,700 square mile area (Derkey, 
1985). Derkey concludes the assessment by saying that the area is “not a significant or economic 
resource at the present time”.  
2.8. Oil Occurrence in the Big Snowy Trough 
Looking east outside of the Devil’s Basin within the rest of the Big Snowy Trough and 
supplementing Derkey’s 1985 assessment of the Devil’s Basin, McClave’s 2012 paper on source 
rock analyses of the Heath Formation of central Montana aided in supplementing some of 
Derkey’s total organic carbon and %Ro (vitrinite reflectance) data for the Devil’s Basin. 
McClave focused on geology primarily north of the Devil’s Basin and eastern fields of the Big 
Wall and Sumatra. Shown below in Figure 15 is an average total organic carbon % map 
generated in his study. 
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Figure 15: Average % Total Organic Carbon (TOC) values for the Big Snowy Trough (McClave, 2010). 
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Analyzing Figure 15, a noticeable decreasing trend in % TOC is seen within the Devil’s 
Basin area. Conversely, a noticeable increasing pattern in % TOC is seen within the Sumatra 
field area to the east. Derkey’s study of the Devil’s Basin TOC values of 5.5 to 19.9 weight 
percent are much higher than expected when comparing the % TOC trends in Figure 15. An 
explanation for the spike in TOC values in Derkey’s study could be attributable to the anticlinal 
feature within the Devil’s Basin (Devil’s Basin anticline) possibly deepening the Cox Ranch oil 
shale bed to allow for higher values. 
Examining % Ro vitrinite reflectance data for McClane’s Big Snowy Trough study show 
similar patterns to the % TOC values. Shown below in Figure 16, the % Ro values for the 
Devil’s Basin are almost identical to the analyzed values determined from Derkey’s study of the 
Devil’s Basin Cox Ranch oil shale values of .49 to .55% Ro. While farther east towards the 
Sumatra field a dramatic increase in % Ro values can be seen from the contour map.  
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Figure 16: Average % Ro values for the Big Snowy Trough (McClave, 2010). 
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The % Ro values for the Devil’s Basin and the Big Snowy Trough tell the story of oil 
probability within an area. Figure 17 shows the oil generation windows for associated % Ro 
values. Derkey’s .49 to .55% Ro values for the Devil’s Basin fall within the very narrow window 
needed for oil generation and help explain the sporadic production and success of wells within 
the Devil’s Basin. Conversely, the higher % Ro values seen for the Sumatra field from 
McClane’s Figure 16 contour map highlight the successes experienced by operators farther east 
in the Big Snowy Trough. 
The significance of these maps and the associated data for the Big Snowy Trough help 
highlight some of the thermal maturity issues experienced within the Devil’s Basin and the 
ultimate uneconomic assessment of many of the wells located within. Alternatively, the more 
productive neighboring fields have a significant increase in TOC and Ro values that help explain 
the increased production from the same Heath interval. Combining the structure and stratigraphy 
seen locally within the study area helps describe the petroleum picture for the Devil’s Basin. 
 
Figure 17: Oil generation windows with associated % Ro values (Pedersen, 2010). 
Devil’s Basin % 
Ro oil window 
(Derkey, 1985) 
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3. Petroleum Exploration in the Big Snowy Trough 
The first oil well drilled in the state of Montana was in the Devil’s Basin in 1919. The 
discovery was made in December, by the Van Duzen Oil Company's well No. 1, located in 
Section 24, T. 11N., R. 24E. Well No. 1 was drilled to an approximate depth of 800 feet and 
completed in 1921 (Knapp, 1956). All subsequent development of the new Devil’s Basin field 
took place from the towns of Winnett and Roundup, MT. Today, the Heath and Tyler Formations 
are the target of most of the drilling activity within the Devil’s Basin study area with other wells 
drilled into the Amsden Formation but with little success locally. Approximately 129 wells have 
been drilled in the immediate Devil’s Basin area (Figure 18), with many more being drilled 
throughout the rest of the Big Snowy Trough in the Big Wall and Sumatra fields (See Appendix 
Figure 1). Estimates of oil reserves for the Devil’s Basin vary significantly. Derkey from the 
MBMG evaluates the resources in place at 0.32 billion barrels. Exxon Mobil’s Rinaldi evaluates 
the “Pennsylvanian and Mississippian age reservoirs” at approximately 0.8 – 1.0 billion barrels 
of oil (Rinaldi, 1987). The Great Northern Gas Company estimates that around 107,000,000 
barrels of oil have already been produced from Heath-sourced oil fields in central Montana 
(Great Northern Gas Company, 2009).  
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Figure 18: Lower Van-Duzen Isopach Map with local structure identification showing study area outline and 
wells within study area (Hammer, 2008). 
 
The Montana Board of Oil & Gas (MBOG) has a well database with information 
including dates, companies, and their coordinate locations. Some wells have production data and 
additional well information. The MBOG website has a GIS interactive map that lists coordinates 
and shows spatial locations of wells in the state of Montana. Table 1 displays a Montana County 
breakdown of wells drilled, giving the type of well (vertical or horizontal) and the number of 
wells currently producing. In Musselshell County, only 3.5% of wells drilled are still producing 
(Montana Board of Oil and Gas Commission, 2017). There are currently no producing wells 
within the study area. It is also worth noting that there are no horizontal wells within the study 
area extent.  
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Table I: Summary of Montana Oil and Gas wells by County (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 
2018). 
County Total Wells Drilled Number of Horizontal Wells Wells Currently Producing 
Musselshell 1413 17 49 
Wheatland 58 1 0 
Golden Valley 121 1 0 
Petroleum 717 25 20 
Garfield 299 1 6 
Rosebud 1192 12 56 
Treasure 32 0 0 
Yellowstone 467 4 22 
Fergus 413 3 5 
 
Operators have had success farther east in the Big Snowy Trough in the Big Wall 
(approximately 10 miles east of the Devil’s Basin) and Sumatra fields (approximately 30 miles 
east of the Devil’s Basin) in the Big Snowy Trough oil plays (Appendix Figure 1). Cirque 
Resources has leased considerable acreage between the Cat Creek and Willow Creek synclinal 
systems within the Big Snowy trough (Figure 14). Other producer/operators within the Devil’s 
Basin and Big Snowy trough include Fidelity E&P, Cabot, Conoco-Phillips, Three Forks 
Resources, LLC, and others. 
 There are a total of 4,712 wells listed in Table 1. Of the 4,712 wells, only 64 are denoted 
as “horizontal” wells. The Heath is defined by it’s complex geology with multiple structural 
features that affect oil accumulation potentials and tortuosity with regards to local trapping and 
sealing possibilities. The Heath reservoir conditions are shown in Table 2 and display the 
Hougen 32-1H reservoir conditions. The Hougen 32-1H approximately 30 miles east of the study 
area in the western parts of the Sumatra field (Appendix Figure 3). This horizontal well has 
produced 14,000 barrels cumulative of oil. It has also produced over 43,000 barrels of water for 
an average water cut of 67%. The associated data shows the reservoir pressure at 1,950 psi at a 
depth of 4,500 feet. 
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Table II: Heath reservoir data from Hougen 32-1H well (Okerman, 2017). 
Heath Reservoir Data 
Onshore Holdings LLC 
Hougen 32-1H 
Section 32, T11N-R30E, Musselshell County, MT 
  
Formation Type: Dolomitic Limestone/Shale 
Initial Reservoir Pressure: 1,950 psi 
True Vertical Depth: 4,494 feet 
Oil Gravity: 35 API 
Heath Thickness: 69 feet 
Porosity: 6% 
Estimated Water Saturation: 73% 
Oil Formation Volume Factor: 1.17 RB/STB 
Reservoir Temperature: 150 °F 
Spacing: 640 acres 
Oil in Place in Spacing Unit: 6.2 MMBO 
GOR: 250 scf/bbl 
IP: 31 bopd 
Production Rate (11/25/13): 21 bopd 
Expected Recovery: 15 MBO 
 
 Vertical wells within our study area show promise initially and then rapidly decline in 
production. The drive mechanism for the Heath reservoir is 80% solution gas drive (Great 
Northern Gas Company, 2009). Reported gas-to-oil ratios were low at an average ~200 SCF/BO.  
 The other listed reservoir drive for the Devil’s Basin area is water drive. There is a strong 
eastward flowing hydrodynamic gradient across Montana in the upper paleozoic section of rocks 
due to the Big Snowy Trough faults bounding north and south of the basin (Appendix Figure 1). 
Main recharge of this system is in western Montana, west of the Big Snowy Trough with the 
discharge in North Dakota’s Williston basin (Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology, 1980). 
The Heath reservoir contains both vuggy porosity and fracture porosity. The vuggy porosity can 
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be attributed to the unconformable surface developed above the Heath and the fracture porosity 
is associated to the tectonic movement of the area (Derkey, 1985).  
 Within the Devil’s Basin the Montana Board of Oil and Gas database lists 129 wells. The 
first well drilled in the basin was the Van Duzen Oil Company's well No. 1. Throughout the 
history of the Devil’s Basin the field has produced a cumulative 143,464 barrels of oil and 
239,018 barrels of water (DrillingInfo, 2018) (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 
2018). This leads to an overall field water cut of approximately 60%. These initial results seem 
promising but the majority of the cumulative oil produced comes from a handful of successful 
wells. Referring back to Table 1, there were 1413 wells drilled in Musselshell county (and 
subsequently the Devil’s Basin) and only 49 wells are still currently producing.  
 The most successful well in the Devil’s Basin to date is the Cline Production Company’s 
PSC Petaja-1 well. The Petaja-1 is currently listed as “shut-in” with the last production seen in 
2014 with 28 barrels of oil and 30 barrels of water produced for the month of September 
(Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2018). The Petaja-1 was completed in 1958 and 
producing from the Heath Limestone at 1145 feet. The initial production for the Petaja-1 was 20 
barrels of oil in 24 hours with a 10% WC. The Petaja-1 was completed and fraced with 6,000 lbs 
of sand and 70 plastic balls to aid in production. For the life of the Petaja-1 the cumulative 
production was 15,335 barrels of oil and 1,534 barrels of water for a WC of 10% (DrillingInfo, 
2018). 
3.1. Exploration outside of the Study Area 
The Heath play extends farther east in the Big Snowy trough. Appendix Figure 1 has 
shown that operators have had success outside of our study area in the Devil’s Basin. The Big 
Wall field just east of the Devil’s Basin has had better success with economic oil production, 
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albeit producing from the Amsden and Tyler Formations. To date the Big Wall field has 
produced approximately 8.9 million barrels of oil (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 
2018). The Sumatra field, farther east in the central Montana Big Snowy trough play, has 
produced over  47.8 million barrels of oil (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Commission, 2017). 
3.1.1. Big Wall Exploration 
The Big Wall field is approximately 10 miles east of the study area (Appendix Figure 1). 
The Big Wall produces predominately from the Tyler Formation, but additional production also 
comes from the Amsden Formation as well. Production in the Big Wall field began in 1948 with 
the Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. well NP 1-B. The NP 1-B came online with an initial 
IP of 9 barrels of oil per day (BOPD) but had a 10-day average production of 80 barrels 
(Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2018).  
The highest producing well in 2018 was the Quinnell #3 operated by Bayswater 
Exploration & Production, LLC. To date the Quinnell #3 has produced 248,860 cumulative 
barrels of oil with 20,409,537 cumulative barrels of water (DrillingInfo, 2018) all from the Tyler 
Formation. The Quinnell #3 was completed in 1950 with multiple perforations between the 
2970’ and 3050’ depth markers. The well was in communication with a nearby waterflood so 
additional completion work (production tubing) had to be installed to ensure state of Montana 
production regulations. Additional completion work involved a fracture treatment of 25,000lbs 
of 10-20 mesh sand and 25,000 gallons of water in 1963.  
Since the beginning of production in 1948, the Big Wall has produced 8,840,803 
cumulative barrels of oil with 145,591,363 cumulative barrels of water (Montana Board of Oil 
and Gas Conservation, 2018) (DrillingInfo, 2018). The Big Wall has an average water cut of 
94%.  
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3.1.2. Sumatra Exploration 
The Sumatra field in central Montana was discovered in the early 1940’s and began crude 
oil production in early 1950’s (Hennip, 1973). The Sumatra field is approximately 42 miles east 
of the Devil’s Basin (Appendix Figure 1) and covers roughly three times the acreage of the Big 
Wall and Devil’s Basin. The Sumatra produces primarily from the Tyler reservoir with additional 
production listed within the Heath and Amsden reservoirs (Montana Board of Oil and Gas 
Conservation, 2018). The first well in the Sumatra field was the “E #1” operated by the Texas 
Company. The E#1 was drilled in August 1949 and completed in November 1949. The well is 
currently listed as not producing and is being used as a shallow water well.  
The most productive well in the Sumatra field’s history is the West Sumatra Unit 13 
operated by the Cline Production Company. Unit 13 was recently shut-in in 2017 but still holds 
the highest cumulative production at 470,341 barrels of oil (Montana Board of Oil and Gas 
Conservation, 2018). Drilled in 1954 and originally operated by the Continental Oil Company, 
Unit 13 was drilled to target the Heath reservoir. Unit 13 had a 24-hour initial production (IP) 
value of 305 barrels of oil producing 34°API oil (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 
2018). Unit 13 was perforated from 4653’ to 4667’ within the Heath formation. Unit 13 had no 
additional stimulation performed on it during the period of initial production. In 1965, the well 
had a workover plan submitted to the MBOG proposing and executing an acid and fracture job. 
The workover used 1000 gallons of mud acid and 5000 lbs of 10-20 mesh sand. To date Unit 13 
has produced 470,341 barrels of oil and 24,619,876 barrels of water for an average water cut of 
98% (DrillingInfo, 2018). 
The Sumatra field has proven economic with over 47,850,384 million barrels of oil 
produced (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2018) and over 271,379,677 million  
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barrels of water produced (DrillingInfo, 2018). The average water cut for the life of the Sumatra 
field is approximately 82%.   
3.1.3. Water Production for the Big Snowy Trough  
Another consideration for the Big Snowy Trough central Montana oil picture is the 
amount of water produced within the Devil’s Basin, Big Wall, and Sumatra fields. The Devil’s 
Basin has very few operating wells, but the last recorded production by the Federal 1 (11N-24E-
S5) produced 98 barrels of oil with 400 barrels of water for the month of July 2017. This means a 
water cut (WC) of 75% with only 98 barrels/month of oil to show for it. The Big Wall field 
shows current monthly production numbers for the month of July 2018 with multiple wells 
reporting a total of 1,790 barrels of oil produced to 272,000 barrels of water for the month. This 
leads to an WC of 99% for the month of July for the Big Wall field. The Sumatra field in the 
MBOG database shows monthly Heath production from the Sumatra fields for June 2018 at a 
total of 1,550 barrels of oil produced, to only 28 barrels of water produced. This approximates to 
a WC of 1.8% for the month of June. Produced water strongly impacts the economics of oil 
production. All produced fluids need to be properly disposed, and a lack of infrastructure for 
disposing of produced water is strongly affects economic oil production within the Devil’s Basin. 
3.1.4. Horizontal exploration in the Big Snowy trough 
The Flatwillow 1-31H well is a failed horizontal well completed in 2008 by Cirque 
Resources. Flatwillow 1-31H was completed as a dry hole and subsequently abandoned. The 
Flatwilllow is located in T12N-R28E in Petroleum county, just northeast of the study area 
(Appendix Figure 3). The well was drilled to a total depth of 9160 feet with two laterals at 
TVD’s of 6,778 and 9,156 feet respectively. For the data listed through the MBOG well-data file, 
the Heath was marked at 4,124 feet deep (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 2015).  
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There are 17 listed horizontal wells for Musselshell county, but only 2 of those wells are 
currently operating. The rest are shut-in or plugged and abandoned. The 2 producing wells are 
the Hit Parade 31-3H and the previously mentioned Hougen 32-1H described in Table 2. Neither 
of the two listed wells are located within the Devil’s Basin or the study area (Shown in Appendix 
Figure 3). The wells have two laterals each with all production listed as coming from the Heath. 
The Hit Parade 31-3H well is located in 11N-30E. It was completed and brought online in 2011. 
The well has a TVD of 4,494 feet with a MD of 9,617. Production from the Hit Parade 31-3H 
well for June 2018 shows 93 bbls of oil with 200 bbls of water produced for the month. A 
cumulative for the life of the well has 6,040 bbls of oil total produced with 13,360 bbls of water 
total produced for an average WC of 55%. Within the Hit Parade records, the Heath Formation 
was identified and marked at a depth of 4366 feet (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation, 
2018).  
The Hougen 32-1H is located in 11N-30E and was completed and brought online in 
2014. Well plans show a TVD of 4,553 feet and lateral at a MD of 10,668 feet. The Hougen is 
also producing from the Heath (Table 2). The listed stratigraphic height for the Heath is 4,387 
feet. Updated on 6-30-2018, the well was shown as producing 194 bbls of oil and 577 bbls of 
water leading to a calculated water cut for June of 66%. Cumulatives for the well from 2014 
show a total of 13,864 bbls of oil and 42,700 bbls of water produced (Montana Board of Oil and 
Gas Commission, 2017) for an overall water cut of 68%. 
3.2. Additional Research for the Devil’s Basin 
Bottjer discussed the findings of Cirque Resources in their exploration of the Heath 
reservoir. Bottjer evaluates the Heath and Tyler reservoirs in central Montana at 100 MMBO. 
Further discussion has the Heath IP potentials at 447 BOPD with oil-in-place estimates of 6.6 to 
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22.4 MMBO/section (Bottjer, 2014). Stratigraphic analysis of the Cirque Resources Lightner 
Creek #18-3H well (Figure 19) indicates that the Heath is first seen at ~3400 feet of depth with 
an approximate thickness of almost 500 feet. Bottjer discuess that, within the localized Heath 
play, the terminolgies associated with marker beds, zones of interest, and general geologic 
horizons are ill-defined and confusing with this contributing to the slow devlopment progress. 
Poor outcrops, dramatic facies change in the upper Heath and the arbitrary approximation of the 
Otter shale beneath the Heath also contribute to failing well strategies. 
 
Figure 19: Cirque Resources Lightner Creek well log analysis (Bottjer, 2014). 
  
 A cross-section developed through operator’s data of the basin (Figure 20) have the 
Heath members thickening and thinning regionally. The Heath limestone unit thickens to the 
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north while the Loco Ridge Gypsum bed disappears entirely to the south. The unconformity and 
variability of these units support the narrative that the geology is poorly understood and erratic 
locally.  
 
Figure 20: Heath Formation cross-section stratigraphic variability (Bottjer, 2014). 
 
Analysis of the cross-section in Figure 20 shows that, from the south in the Devil’s Basin 
to the north in the Winnett Syncline, the Heath units and the subsequent members within undergo 
changes that influence petroleum production. The Heath limestone thins considerably. The Cox 
Ranch oil shale unit stays approximately the same thickness and the Loco Ridge Gypsum bed 
thickens drastically. The thickening of the Gypsum beds to the north help explain the enhanced 
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success of oil production in the subsequent wells within the Heath to the Northeast in the 
Sumatra field. 
3.3. Summary of Previous Work 
The interest in oil and gas for the Devil’s Basin has existed since 1919 with the first 
wildcat well being completed to a depth of ~800 feet. Since then hundreds of operators have 
tried to solve the Devil’s Basin petroleum picture with very few succeeding. Current figures 
show only a handful of companies producing oil in the area. These producers are targeting the 
Heath and Tyler windows. Previous work explored how poor outcroppings and lack of an 
established terminology for the reservoir aid in miscommunication and lead to poor well 
strategies and ultimately well failures.  
The geology of the Big Snowy Trough is complex, with stratigraphic sections changing 
dramatically just miles apart. Previous exploration and mapping efforts show multiple 
unconformities and structural features throughout the play affecting the petroleum picture. 
Within the study area, the Devil’s Basin anticline is a main structural feature. The Heath 
Formation is the focus of the oil generation within the Devil’s Basin, with special attention being 
paid to the unconformably overlain Tyler Formation above the Heath due to the associated 
reservoir potentials of the Tyler sandstones. The 250-450 feet of oil-saturated core within the 
Heath suggest a large oil potential for the petroleum system. Some of the values associated with 
the Heath and Tyler reservoirs for the Devil’s Basin are estimated to be upwards of 22 
MMBOE/section (Bottjer, 2014).  
Derkey’s and McClane’s TOC and Ro evaluations highlight the petroleum potential of 
the Devil’s Basin with Derkey’s .49 to .55% Ro values falling outside the thermal maturity 
window needed for significant oil generation but explain the erratic previous production success 
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within the study area. The structure and stratigraphy of the Big Snowy Trough deepen to the east 
and coincide with more successful oil ventures in the Big Wall and Sumatra fields of the Big 
Snowy Trough.    
The idea of charge, reservoir, and trap potentials of the Devil’s Basin, introduced as early 
as Reeves 1921 report, is the driving ideology behind the geologic interpretations and production 
techniques seen within the generated geologic model. The Heath-generated, Tyler-stored 
(reservoir), Amsden-trapped oil reserves of the Devil’s Basin will be the focus of the geologic 
model and failure analysis of the play. 
The attention of the paper will now shift from the previous works of peers to new work 
on the assessment of the Devil’s Basin. Analysis of the wellbore execution (geologic 
interpretation, zone targeting, completion strategies, and production options) within the localized 
geologic model will allow for a pattern analysis of failure-mechanisms associated to the wells.  
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4. Methodology 
The research methodology for evaluating the Devil’s Basin was guided by the study 
questions, “Why have previous wells drilled within the Devil’s Basin failed to recover economic 
quantities of oil?” and “What are the associated failure mechanisms in the geological analysis 
and wellbore execution?” The charge, reservoir, and trap potentials of the geologic formations 
within the study area were defined through the literature review. Research aimed at answering 
the second part of the study question was conducted using Heath limestone outcrops, well data 
from the Montana Board of Oil and Gas (MBOG), on industry data, and the modeling software, 
Petrel (Schlumberger, 2018).  
Data analysis and geologic modeling were performed using the modeling software, 
Petrel. General well data (coordinates, well names, API #’s) were conglomerated from the 
MBOG well database and imported into the model. Well logs from 14 wells were used for 
stratigraphy correlation in the study area to develop a subsurface model. Well reports for the 
study area showed well completions (target zones, depths of perforations, additional stimulation) 
for each well. Establishing an overall pattern of failure was the main objective of the well 
assessment section of the project. These failure patterns were then used to identify some of the 
root-cause failures for the play and to generate best practices for any future exploration in the 
Devil’s Basin. 
4.1. Methodology Considerations 
The following were various inputs used in the project and helped guide research in 
answering the study questions. Project objectives were developed to answer the study questions 
and included the following: 
1. Establish a database of associated well logs 
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2. Determine zone of study within Devil’s Basin from available data 
3. Identify lithological horizons for relevant geologic formations within the study 
area 
4. Model facies within each identified geologic formation 
5. Include completion data for wells in the study area 
6. Assess well production given zone targeting, geologic analysis, and wellbore 
execution/completion 
7. Analyze pattern of well “failure” and “success” with a root-cause analysis 
8. Identify weaknesses in current development strategies 
9. Recommend new practices when exploring/producing within the Devil’s Basin 
4.1.1. Data Acquisition & Analysis 
The project was initiated from input of two individuals in the Montana oil community, 
Mike Okerman and Gary Thomas. Mr. Okerman is a petroleum land manager in the Billings 
area. Mr. Thomas is the land and mineral rights owner in the Devil’s Basin area and has 
drilled/operated several wells in the area. They provided job books, reports, and dead oil 
samples.  
Additional information was obtained by querying the Montana Board of Oil and Gas 
Commission (MBOGC) database for Devil’s Basin well data. The MBOGC database identified 
129 wells within the classification “Devil’s Basin” field. Of the 129 wells, 72 have 
corresponding well logs. The well logs were stored in the program, LogSleuth; a geological 
software used to store and categorize well logs. 
The Montana Board of Oil and Gas (MBOG) was the main source of data both within the 
Devil’s Basin and outside of the study area, trending east into the neighboring Big Wall and 
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Sumatra fields. The MBOG has an extensive database that includes: well completion/ownership 
reports, production volumes by well or field, and water production reports for fields. These 
reports were used in model assessment and evaluating overall play viability with regard to 
potential economic oil production. 
Samples of outcrop from the Heath Formation limestone were collected west of the 
Devil’s Basin in the Judith Gap Mountains during a site visit in July of 2017. These samples 
were used to produce representative core samples that was used in porosity and permeability 
testing. The data were assigned to the Heath geologic layers containing the limestone identified 
during log-correlation. 
4.1.2. Geologic Correlations 
The stratigraphy within the study area was mapped by well log correlation based on an 
analysis of a type log. Key geologic horizons were identified on the type log. The type log used 
(Figure 21) was from Petro-Sentinel LLC. The log was used in the workover proposal submitted 
to the MBOG for work on the Thomas-Cinderella 1 XR. The original unedited type log can be 
found in the Appendix Figure 2. The geologic formations identified on this type log included the 
Amsden, Tyler, and Heath. Additionally, the facies or rock types within each formation were 
identified from the type log and geologic description of the formation.  
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Figure 21: Type log used in geologic horizon marking for model development (Petro-Sentinel LLC, 2014). 
 
4.1.3. Failure Mechanism Identification 
The Devil’s Basin well failure analysis strategy is based on identifying knowledge or data 
gaps associated with previous well planning and execution. These “failure mechanisms” were 
identified with initial designations such as “dry hole” from the MBOG website and compared to 
the “successful” wells that produced oil in some volume. Analysis of the well completion in the 
geologic model allowed for the identification of missed targets, poor drilling execution, or poor 
production techniques. Well-by-well analysis within the model space using the well report data 
from the MBOG helped identify patterns of failure/success. These failure mechanisms were then 
used to identify a root-cause failure for the cluster of wells within the study area. This influences 
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not only the local play but also Heath exploration in the greater Devil’s Basin. The results of the 
failure analysis were used to formulate recommendations for any future exploration/production.   
4.2. Summary of Work-Plan 
The MBOG well database included 129 wells in the “Devil’s Basin” field. Of these 129 
wells, well logs were found for 72 wells. Of the 72 wells, a cluster of 14 wells within the Devil’s 
Basin had sufficient data to accurately map the subsurface.  Continued refinement of the 
geologic horizons lead to a representative geologic model of the Devil’s Basin subsurface.  
Facies modeling for the geologic formations were included in the geologic model. The 
core data from laboratory testing was also included for the Heath limestone unit.   
The well completion data for the 14 wells within the study area have completion data that 
were used to determine perforation depths and outline general completion strategies used. The 14 
wells all had varying degrees of production “success”, but the lessons learned were obtained 
from the pairing of the geologic model and with the well targeting/completion strategies. Patterns 
of failure within the basin were identified in a root-cause analysis and can be applied in future 
explorations within the Heath sourced, Tyler trapped petroleum reserves of the Devil’s Basin. 
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5. Results  
The Devil’s Basin geologic model encompassed 14 vertical wells completed 
predominately in the Heath and Tyler oil windows. The distance from the northwestern most 
well to the southeastern most well was 10,400 feet. The width of the model area was 5200 feet. 
The total study area (outlined in Figure 22) is approximately 1,240 acres. The stratigraphic 
interpretation included the Amsden, Tyler, and Heath Formations. Within the Heath, certain 
members were marked for log identifying purposes. These included the Heath limestone and the 
Cox Ranch Shale tops and bottoms. The Cox Ranch Shale was important to identify because it is 
the hydrocarbon charge for the petroleum system.  
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Figure 22: Devil's Basin model showing the 14 vertical wells and total area covered. 
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5.1. Geologic Model 
 Construction of the geologic horizons began with the type log referred to in Section 4.1.2, 
and the geologic tops of the Amsden, Tyler, and Heath formations were selected using the 
following criteria. The Amsden Group had a distinct natural Gamma deflection (Figure 23) 
indicating the shale layers of the uppermost Amsden Group. The average thickness of the 
Amsden Group in the study area was approximately 200 feet. 
 
Figure 23: Stratigraphic marker used to identify the Amsden Formation. 
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The Tyler Formation is the stratigraphic horizon below the Amsden. The Tyler Formation 
has interbedded layers of sandstone in the upper region and is primarily calcite in the lower half. 
The top of the Tyler Formation was identified from the type log as a sandstone layer at the base 
of the Amsden. This is shown below in Figure 24. The sandstone exhibits a decrease on the 
natural gamma log (Track 1) and a marked increase in formation velocity (Track 2). The Tyler 
has an average thickness of approximately 130 feet.  
 
Figure 24: Stratigraphic marker used to identify the Tyler Formation. 
  
 The Heath Formation unconformably underlies the Tyler Formation. The Heath is harder 
to identify on the well logs due to the variability in thickness and because of the unconformity. 
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The identifier used to locate the Heath (Figure 25) was the shale and dolomite layers underneath 
the interbedded shale, sandstone, and calcite of the Tyler. The dolomite was identified by the low 
natural gamma response (Track 1) and increase in sonic velocity (Tracks 2 and 3) with a 
decrease in both density porosity and neutron porosity. The upper Heath Formation is very thin 
with an approximate thickness of 25 feet in the study area. 
 
Figure 25: Heath Formation stratigraphic marker. 
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The Heath limestone and Cox Ranch Oil shale members within the Heath Formation 
were identified as the trapping structure (limestone) and oil generation potential (oil shale) 
respectively. The uppermost sections of the Heath are predominately the fissile, black Heath 
shale with interbedded gypsum and limestone. The Heath limestone (Figure 26) has a distinct 
transition from the upper Heath. The gamma ray curve in track 1 decreases and the velocity of 
the limestone lithology stabilizes 30 feet below the top of the member. 
 
Figure 26: Heath Formation limestone marker used in model development. 
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The final members of the Heath system captured in the well logs are the Cox Ranch Oil 
Shales. The Van Duzen and Cox Ranch members were grouped into one member for 
stratigraphic interpretation, and simply named the Cox Ranch member. The Cox Ranch member 
(Figure 27) is an oil shale with oil stained limestone intervals. It is the main oil generation 
window for the Heath (charge) and is the last member of interest before the Otter Formation. The 
average thickness of the Cox Ranch is approximately 70 feet in the study area.  
 
Figure 27: Cox Ranch member within the Heath Formation used for model development. 
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The completed model with the stratigraphic horizons developed from the log 
interpretation described in Section 4.1 is shown in Figure 28. The top most layer seen in black is 
the start of the Amsden. The grey layer beneath the Amsden is the start of the Tyler. The four 
final horizons are all within the Heath unit. The Heath units displayed in Figure 28 are Heath top 
(red), Upper Heath limestone (blue), top of the Cox Ranch (orange), and bottom of the Cox 
Ranch (purple). 
 
Figure 28: Stratigraphic model of the geologic horizons of the study area. 
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 The 14 wells were selected based on the following criteria: location on the anticline, 
depths of associated logs, and types of logs (i.e. Density, Sonic, etc.). None of the 14 wells in the 
study area are currently producing. Of the 14 wells, six of them produced oil with variable 
success. The six successful wells are shown in Figure 22 with solid circles; the other eight wells 
are shown with open “dry-hole” symbols. The six successful wells were acidized and fractured in 
some way in various perforation intervals listed in Table 3. 
 The perforation targets for the six successful wells are shown in Figures 29-34 which 
display the study area from Figure 22. The green tubes seen in the model space are the 
perforation intervals listed in Table 3. The non-producing wells are not displayed for clarity. 
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Table III: Well list showing perforation intervals of the six successful producing wells in the study area. 
API # 
Date 
Completed Perforation Intervals 
25-065-05204-00-00 7/11/1958 2422-2434 
    2446-2496 
  
 
  
25-065-21505-00-00 3/16/1980 2445-2470 
  
 
2402-2445 
  
 
2325-2339 
    2308-2316 
25-065-21508-00-00 3/27/1980 2163-2472 
25-065-21512-00-00 5/28/1980 2150-2460 
25-065-21529-00-00 6/10/1981 2200-2204 
  
 
2270-2276 
  
 
2282-2286 
  
 
2302-2304 
  
 
2313-2315 
  
 
2326-2338 
  
 
2345-2353 
  
 
2393-2411 
    2430-2442 
25-065-21539-00-00 7/13/1981 2430-2434 
  
 
2382-2386 
  
 
2324-2328 
  
 
2314-2318 
  
 
2240-2295 
  
 
2285-2288 
  
 
2280-2283 
  
 
2148-2154 
  
 
2106-2110 
  
 
1906-1916 
  
 
1868-1870 
  
 
1858-1864 
    1840-1848 
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Figure 29: Six successful wells with perforations zones displayed. 
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Figure 30: Tyler formation displayed with associated zone perforations. 
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Figure 31: Heath formation top with associated perforations. 
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Figure 32: Heath Limestone unit with perforation intervals. 
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Figure 33: Cox Ranch unit of the Heath with perforation intervals. 
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Figure 34: Complete geologic model with zones of interest and associated perforations. 
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Looking at the perforation zones (Figures 30-34) and the subsequent units targeted aid in 
analyzing the well strategies. The operators for well #’s 21529 and 21539 perforated almost the 
entire interval within the Tyler and Heath Formations. While the other four wells focused mainly 
on the Heath Formation windows. The Cox Ranch unit was the main target within the Heath 
Formation and coincides with the analysis that the Cox Ranch is the main charge of the Devil’s 
Basin petroleum play. The well strategy of perforating either the entire pay interval (Tyler and 
Heath) or just the Heath interval lead into the patterns of success and failure for these wells. All 
six wells had additional stimulation and various perforation intervals and still failed to produce 
economic quantities of oil. 
5.2. Patterns of Success/Failure 
Of the 14 wells within the study area, six successfully produced oil. The other eight were 
not completed/stimulated due to a lack of oil shows at the end of drilling. Table 4 shows the six 
wells within the study area that produced oil and the production data that was listed with the well 
report from the MBOG. Well #21539 had the highest initial production (IP) when the well was 
brought online in 1981 with 60 barrels bbls in 24 hrs. The poorest “successful” well, well 
#21529, was three bbls in 24 hrs in 1981. The most “successful” well was #05204. Well #05204 
had an IP of 48 bbls in 24 hrs and a 10-day average production of 39 bbls/day. 
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Table IV: Six successful wells and associated production data. 
API # 
Date 
Completed I.P. (Bbls in 24hr) 
Oil Gravity 
(°API) 
10-day average 
Production (bbl/day) 
25-065-05204-00-00 7/11/1958 48 30.9 38.9 
     25-065-21505-00-00 3/16/1980 15 32 15 
     25-065-21508-00-00 3/27/1980 20 32 20 
     25-065-21512-00-00 5/28/1980 25 32 25 
     25-065-21529-00-00 6/10/1981 3 Not Listed Not Listed 
     25-065-21539-00-00 7/13/1981 60 Not Listed Not Listed 
 
 Figure 35 shows the 14 wells within the study area. Open circles in the figure denote the 
eight wells that failed to produce oil. Closed, solid-circles show the “successful” wells listed in 
Table 4. Comparing Figure 35 to Figure 36, displays the study area denoted on the satellite 
image with the geologic model in the study area and denotes patterns of success related to 
position of wells in regards to the anticlinal structure. All 14 wells were drilled on the 
northeastern limb of the anticlinal crest.  
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Figure 35: Study area with 14 wells and the Amsden geologic horizon shown (Schlumberger, 2018). 
 
 
Figure 36: Study area shown on satellite image of Devil's Basin (Altered from Google Earth, 2018). 
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 The six successful wells had a variety of stimulation techniques performed on them. All 
six were acidized and fractured to some degree as seen in Table 5. Given the variable production 
in Table 4, the stimulation of the six wells was deemed unsuccessful due to low IP’s and low 10-
day averages leading to all of the wells being abandoned or plugged. All 14 wells studied 
(including the six successful wells) are now either plugged or abandoned, converted to water 
wells, or have minimal production when the operator turns the well on. The only well still 
capable of production is well #21505. The last production from this well was in 2015. It 
produced 41 barrels of oil and 285 barrels of produced water during the month of November.  
Looking at the well report for #21505, the Thomas-Cinderella 1-XR was drilled and 
completed in March 1980. It had an IP of 24 bbls in 24 hrs with a 15 bbls per 10-day average. 
The MBOG lists production data for the 1-XR from 2006 to 2016 and shows that over 10 years 
the well operated only 54 days while producing. The well produced 81 bbls cumulative oil and 
350 bbls of water over the 54 days producing over the 10-year data history. The water cut for this 
well was determined to be 77%. The other six successful wells within the study area did not 
associated production data to determine cumulative production and water cuts.  
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Table V: Successful wells with outline of stimulation notes. 
API # 
Date 
Completed Stimulation Notes 
25-065-
05204-00-00 7/11/1958 
Aug 25, 1958 – Frac’d well with 10,000 lbs of sand 
May 22, 1980 - Acidized with 500 gallons of 28% HCL at 950 psi. 
   Sept 19, 1980 - Acidized well with 2000 gallons of 28% HCL 
   June 3, 1981 - Acidized well with 500 gallons of 15% MCA at 1300 psi. 
25-065-
21505-00-00 3/16/1980 
July 1, 1980 – Acidized well with 1250 gallons of MCA and 300 gallons of 
HCL at 2600 psi 
   
Sept 11, 2015 – Well frac’d with 2240 bbls with 150,000 lbs of 20/40 
sand at 500 psi 
25-065-
21508-00-00 3/27/1980 April 11, 1980 - Acidized well with 2000 gal of 15% MCA at 1150 psi 
   June 16, 1981 - Acidized well with 500 gal of 15% MCA at 1750 psi 
   August 10, 1981 - Acidized well with 500 gal of 15% MCA 
   
June 15, 1981 - Re-perforated at 2424'-2434' with 41 shots & 2354' - 
2362' with 33 shots 
25-065-
21512-00-00 5/28/1980 
Sept 16, 1980 - Acidized well with 2000 gals of 15% MCA and 500 gals of 
28% HCL at 1200 psi 
25-065-
21529-00-00 6/10/1981 
March 31, 1982 - Acidized well with 1500 gals of 15% MCA with 145 
perfpac balls at 1700 psi 
   
March 31, 1982 - Acidized well with 2000 gals of 28% HCL with 120 
perfpac balls at 1000 psi 
   
March 31, 1982 - Well fracd with 12,000 lbs of 10/20 sand and versa gel 
w/ CO2 
25-065-
21539-00-00 7/13/1981 
March 31, 1982 - Acidized well with ~3500 gals of (15% or 28%) HCL at 
either 800 psi or 1750 psi 
   
March 31, 1982 - Well frac’d with 13,175 gals of CO2 and 12,000 lbs of 
10/20 sand at (2500 - 3300 psi). 
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6. Discussion 
The Devil’s Basin has long been the stubborn oil play of central Montana. From the plays 
inception in 1919 with Montana’s first wildcat well, to modern day drilling approaches just east 
of the basin; economic oil production has eluded most operators in the area. Conversely, the Big 
Wall field, just east of the Devil’s Basin, boasts 8.9 million barrels cumulative produced oil. The 
Sumatra field, east of the Big Wall, has an impressive cumulative production of 47.8 million 
barrels. However, the Devil’s Basin sits at 143,000 barrels cumulative oil since discovery in 
1919.  
Geologic investigation into some of the potential reasons for poor oil generation and 
production in the Devil’s Basin area point to thermal immaturity of the study area discussed in 
Section 2.8 and based on overall location on the anticlinal structure. Most explorationists believe 
the secondary porosity and permeability generated from the structure would aid in oil production, 
but the thermal immaturity (shallowing of formations from tectonic development) mixed with the 
geologic uncertainty (with regard to petroleum reservoir and trap structure) make it difficult to 
find a resource to produce with any certainty.  
Additional expenses that factor in to the overall discussion of economic oil production in 
the basin include produced water disposal. Currently there is no infrastructure in place to handle 
the produced water from the Devil’s Basin. The determined water cut of 77% for one of the six 
successful wells was supported in Section 3.1.3 of average water cuts. This means that operators 
have to pay to truck off all produced water in some fashion. This could easily make the situation 
uneconomic for operators who constantly have to pay to dispose or treat produced water from the 
play.  
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Evaluating all of the available evidence and considering the size of the study area, it is 
surmised that there is no economic oil within the Devil’s Basin and it is not a responsible 
petroleum option. The geologic uncertainty of landing a well in a zone of probabilistic oil is very 
hard to predict. In addition, the production from existing wells within the study area is not 
promising enough to justify a large capital expenditure. If a well were landed in an oil-producing 
zone, water cuts associated with the production would be very high.  
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following conclusions were determined from the Devil’s Basin thesis research: 
1. A geologic model was prepared within the Devil’s Basin play in Musselshell 
County for the Amsden, Tyler, and Heath formations to determine whether 
existing wells missed potential oil production windows. 
2. Fourteen wells on the southeastern portion of the Devil’s Basin anticlinal 
structure are the basis of the geologic model and their production history was used 
to evaluate the Heath production potential. 
3. Well completion data were available for six of the 14 wells. The data strongly 
suggests the operators accessed the best possible pay potential in each of the six 
successful wells. 
4. Production data from the six wells were analyzed to evaluate patterns of success 
and failure within the play. Of the six wells, one well (Thomas-Cinderella 1-XR) 
has produced 81 barrels of cumulative oil since 2006, which is far below the 
economic break-even point. 
5. The Heath Formation in the Devil’s Basin appears to have low in-place oil 
volumes, possibly resulting from thermal immaturity of the Cox Ranch oil shale. 
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Evaluating the Devil’s Basin oil potential lead to an understanding that the reservoir 
was thermally immature and sporadic charge, reservoir, and trap conditions existed 
within the play leading to multiple failures. However, the neighboring Sumatra and 
Big Wall fields have experienced economic Tyler/Heath oil production due to 
advanced thermal maturity of the Heath Formation. Consequently, we are reluctant to 
dismiss entirely the possibility of economic oil within the Devil’s Basin play. 
Therefore, the following recommendations are made: 
1. Collaborate with Geology Department at Montana Tech to get a wider range 
of analysis regarding sedimentology and flow characteristics within the 
greater Big Snowy Trough petroleum system. 
2. Evaluate whether or not installation of a water handling facility would allow 
for economic oil production within the Devil’s Basin and the high water cuts 
seen.  
3. Prepare a project evaluation of the economic considerations surrounding the 
play (actual break-even point needed) and for the greater Big Snowy Trough. 
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9. Appendix 
 
Figure 37: Appendix Figure 1: Greater Musselshell county structure and well map. 
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Figure 38: Appendix Figure 2: Type log 
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Figure 39: Appendix Figure 3: Big Snowy Trough Horizontal well locations. 
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9.1. Core Data 
Petrophysical properties were measured on core cut from samples of Heath limestone in 
outcrop just west of the study area. Pictured below in Figure 40, the Heath limestone is the 
dominate lithology within the Heath Formation. Three cores were prepared using the Montana 
Tech petroleum laboratory coring equipment. The AP-608 Automated Permeater-Porosimeter 
was used to measure the gas permeability and porosity of the Heath limestone core samples. The 
AP-608 uses Boyle’s law principles and a dual-end Helium injection apparatus to allow for pore 
pressure equilibrium (Coretest Systems, Inc., 2013). 
 Three core samples were prepared and tested using the (AP-608) from Coretest Systems, 
Inc. under reservoir stress conditions (confining pressures) seen in the subsurface. Three 
different confining pressures were selected, and porosity-permeability was measured for all three 
confining pressures for all three samples. The three confining pressures selected were 500 psi, 
1000 psi, and 1500 psi. These pressures were selected because the average Devil’s Basin 
reservoir pressure was around 1000 psi. The size specifications of the cut core samples are found 
in Table 3. 
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Table VI: Heath Core Sample Dimensions. 
Sample #1 Specifications Sample #2 Specifications Sample #3 Specifications 
Length (cm) = 2.53 Length (cm) = 2.35 Length (cm) = 2.19 
Diameter (cm) = 2.55 Diameter (cm) = 2.55 Diameter (cm) = 2.55 
Bulk Volume (cc) = 12.921 Bulk Volume (cc) = 12.002 Bulk Volume (cc) = 11.184 
 
 
Figure 40: Heath Core Samples  
 
The Heath core porosity-permeability tests had variable run times for the three samples 
but on average took about 3 hours for each sample. The results of the core tests are included in 
Table 7.  
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Table VII: Heath Core Test Results. 
Sample #1 
  Confining P (psi) Porosity (%) Perm (mD) 
Test #1 506.4 2.688 0.005 
  833 2.241 0.002 
  1583.7 1.644 0.000 
Test #2 496.3 1.804 0.004 
  833.7 1.888 0.001 
  1564.4 1.265 0.000 
Test #3 511.8 1.78 0.004 
  838.4 1.401 0.001 
  1609.8 1.155 0.0002 
Sample #2 
  Confining P (psi) Porosity (%) Perm (mD) 
Test #1 524.6 1.683 0.005 
  839.7 1.167 0.002 
  1595.4 0.806 0.0005 
Test #2 519.6 1.465 0.005 
  844.4 1.199 0.002 
  1619.4 0.833 0.0003 
Test #3 495.8 1.29 0.004 
  838 1.08 0.002 
  1577.9 1.035 0.0004 
Sample #3 
  Confining P (psi) Porosity (%) Perm (mD) 
Test #1 478.7 1.68 0.007 
  844.3 2.281 0.002 
  1572.1 1.268 0.001 
Test #2 473.7 2.092 0.007 
  832.9 1.703 0.003 
  1593.3 1.148 0.0007 
Test #3 510.6 2.465 0.005 
  842.3 1.893 0.002 
  1561.4 1.546 0.0005 
 
 

